
PROTECT Fog Cannons can now be

seamlessly integrated with Ajax

security systems wirelessly,

making installation quick and

effortless.

PROTECT Fog Cannons are now
Ajax Ready

PROTECTGLOBAL.COM
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One of the reasons why people value Ajax and its products is the ease of use

and installation and the feeling of reliable security. With the added effect of 

a PROTECT Fog Cannon you will have the ultimate wireless solution for your

security needs. 

Ajax relays can also be post-installed in all our Fog Cannons, making it possible

to integrate Ajax Ready with your existing PROTECT Security System or Ajax

system. Ajax Ready can be bought as a full kit, which includes two, three or

four Ajax relays, DIN rail, DIN holder & Ajax cables.

PROTECT Ajax Ready



BENEFITS OF AJAX READY
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• Wireless or wired installations

• Control everything from the Ajax app

• Quick and simple setup in minutes 

• Ajax Solutions for activation

   - Opening detectors

   - Glass break detectors

   - Motion detectors

   - Panic buttons

   - Ajax app

• Integrate seamlessly with the Ajax eco system

• Can be bought as a full kit or pre-installed 

• Fits all PROTECT Fog Cannon models

• Sleek and tidy appearance without cables

• Activate fog directly from your phone



5 WIRELESS AJAX SOLUTIONS
FOR ACTIVATION OF YOUR
PROTECT FOG CANNON

Connect your PROTECT Fog Cannon and Ajax intrusion system through a central
Ajax alarm and experience the quick installation and activation of your security
system.
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MOTION DETECTORS
Choose from indoor and outdoor Ajax
motion detectors, with or without a
camera, to detect intruders and
trigger the fog system. Camera options
allow for quick visual verification of
false alarms.

PANIC BUTTONS
Activate the fog and secure your space
in seconds with a simple click. Designed
to prevent accidental activation, these
buttons provide an easy and fast
response when you feel in danger.

AJAX APP
Activate your PROTECT Fog Cannon
effortlessly from the Ajax App. With a
simple tap on your phone, you can
secure your surroundings in an instant. 

OPENING DETECTORS
Protect your property when doors or
windows are opened by unwanted
guests or when left open for
ventilation. The detector senses when
it's moved out of position.

GLASS BREAK DETECTORS
Secure your space with a wireless
system that detects the sound of
breaking glass up to 9 meters away
without causing false alarms.
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FITS ALL PROTECT FOG CANNONS

Ajax Ready is suitable for all PROTECT Fog Cannons and can be seamlessly
integrated with any Ajax security system wirelessly. Ajax Ready can be bought
as a kit, which can be installed in your already owned PROTECT Fog Cannon. 
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ModelM Discharge example

PROTECT Xtratus Flex®
Discharges 250 m3 of fog 

in 16 seconds

PROTECT 800i C™
Discharges 850m3 of fog 

in 60 seconds

PROTECT 1500i C™
Discharges 1350m3 of fog 

in 60 seconds

PROTECT 600i™
Discharges 700 m3 of fog 

in 60 seconds

PROTECT 1100i™
Discharges 1300 m3 of fog

in 60 seconds

PROTECT 2200i™
Discharges 2700 m3 of fog 

in 60 seconds

PROTECT QUMULUS®
Discharges 400 m3 of fog 

in 60 seconds

PROTECT FOQUS™
Discharges 25 m2 of fog 

in 25 seconds

PROTECT Ajax Ready Fog Cannons
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ABOUT PROTECT

PROTECT is the world's largest manufacturer of fog cannons measured on

number of units sold. We are an international company that was established in

2000. Since then, we have started to distribute our fog cannons and

accessories in over 50 countries and have sold more than 150,000 units

worldwide.

We are specialists in security fog, and only develop high-quality products for

this purpose. Our products are safety approved and recommended by alarm

installers, police, and insurance companies.

Fog security is a type of security system that protects everything from private

homes to larger business premises with fog. When a fog cannon is activated, a

dense cloud of fog is deployed within a few seconds, which removes all

visibility in the room and makes it impossible for a thief to see anything - and

what you can't see, you can't steal. 


